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Some of the best responses: 

I hade a hole lot of fun 
 
It was hard because we made mattisse art. 
 
with expo i feel special 
 
I LOVE EXPO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
I like playing the blokus game. 
 
i thought it would be as hard as the fifth graders would do but it is still is hard 
 
no,because EXPO was fun! 
 
I like it all. 
 
I LOVE EXPO!It is not that hard. 
 
 

Please remember that these are student’s answers and forgive for mistakes. 



#3   How did you use Scholarly Behaviors this year? 
 
Some of the top answers:                           (# of comments) 
Brought tools/supplies to school            (15) 
Ask good questions    (9) 
Set goals      (7) 
Organized      (6) 
Thinking skills     (5) 
Save important information   (4) 
Inquirer      (4) 
Big ideas      (3) 
Being principled     (3) 
Listening      (2) 
Risk taker      (2) 
 



Some of the comments: 

 We made our brains grow. 
 
i use it to out smart my brother even if hes only three 
 
I was a risk-taker because I tried new challenges in EXPO that I didn't do last year. I was also 
committed to the goals I made at the beginning of the year. I was also responsible by 
keeping my folder and other things organized (tried my best to) 
 
I was a inquirer because I asked a lot of questions, and shared my ideas (so communicater!) 
 
I had Integrity when I didn`t look at anybodys paper. I showed responsibility when I keep my 
work in my folder. 
 
ask my frend. I kep my stof in my folder. I set me a gole. I thot abowt my choyses. I be fer. 
 
I kept my folder clean and neat. I asked my classmate for help when the teacher is busy. I 
was creative and knowlageable. I was independent by doing my own work when I needed 
to. I cooaperated with my group. I am princabled. 
 
 
 
 

Please remember that these are student’s answers and forgive for mistakes. 



#4  How was I creative in EXPO this year? 
 
Some of the top answers:                           (# of comments) 
Art pictures              (11) 
Projects      (9) 
Use your brain     (7) 
Robotics      (6) 
Logic       (5) 
CPS (Creative Problem Solving)   (4) 
Made own analogies    (4) 
Did my best       (3) 
Great ideas      (2) 
 
 



Some of the best responses: 

We made water molicule models. 
 
I made a Mattisse art. 
 
I pictured the things that I was to make in my head. I made things and thought about 
the projects and made them all by myself. 
 
one way I was creative was when we did accordian me and we showed our faorite 
activities in the form of art. Another way I was creative was when we did our scamper 
books and added and eliminated things to make your object different. 
 
I was creative because I made the instuctions make sence to me. 
 
i created something that helps pepole who are homeless 
 
I was creative in expo because I think hard to make projects. 
 
yous my mind to to think about stuff that was new and played free rice to help pepol. 
 

Please remember that these are student’s answers and forgive for mistakes. 



#5 



#6       Do you have any suggestions to improve the  
                                        EXPO class? 
 
Some of the top answers:                           (# of comments) 
No/ok as it is               (19) 
More class/more time for EXPO   (14) 
More logic      (3) 
More analogies     (3) 
More EXPO games (math)   (3) 
More electronics     (3) 
 
1 each of – more worksheets, drawing, thinking, inventions,  
add animals, movies, free time, contests, ffoe, cps, logic,  
and robots  



Some of the best responses: 

I think EXPO shouldI think you should put battleship wich is a stratagy game on the 
EXPO thinking shelf. And you should let us have class every day. 
 
Go to EXPO all day once a week or more!!! Also more matrix logic. 
 
We should have more time for analagies. 
 
go to expo every day 
 
more electronects 
 
I wold like to stay longer. 
 
I want to do more scamper!!! I want to do more analogies online!!! I want to do more 
acordian me!!! I want to stay for 3-4 hours !!! I wat to do more fruit activites!!! 
 
i wil stae in expo longer 

Please remember that these are student’s answers and forgive for mistakes. 



#7 



#8   Other comments: 
 
Some of the top answers:                           (# of comments) 
I love EXPO.            (12) 
Best teacher      (8) 
No       (6) 
I’m new.      (2) 
Make friends     (1) 
Pondered big ideas    (1)  
 



Some of the best responses: 

I want to do EXPO next year!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
I love EXPO!!! 
 
___________ is the most awesome teacher in the world! 
 
___________ is Aaaawsome! 
 
We can fix my problem if we do easystuff that helps us understand the hard stuff. 
 
I loved EXPO and I thought it was really fun. 
 
Expo is cool so you can grow your brain 
 
E.X.P.O is awesome :) 
 
I love EXPO and I never want to leave it. 
 
I made a lot of friends 
 
 

Please remember that these are student’s answers and forgive for mistakes. 
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